
Heyne12, Chapter 11 – Government 
 
 
1. Functions of Government: 
 a. Clearly appropriate: 
 b. Clearly inappropriate: 
 c. Debatable 
 d.  The issue of “market failure” – compared to what, government solutions or compared to perfection? 
 e. The issue of “government failure”.  Are there examples? 
 
2. Government vs. Market 
 a. What is the difference between “public” and “private”? 
  i. Private – individuals actin accordance with self interest? 
  ii. Public – individuals act in the public interest? 
  iii. Government decisions are made by persons – each with their own incentives. 
  iv. Individuals make decisions based on their MBs and MCs 
 b. Government and private are very similar in some ways. 
  i. Both use resources to produce goods and services 
  ii Both must obtain revenues to survive 
  iii. Both must pay the costs of obtaining the resources. 
  iv. Both face downward sloping demand curves for the things they produce. 
  v. Scarcity exists for the resources they employ and for the things they produce 
   * Since the goods and resources are scarce, they must be rationed in some manner. 
   * Private tends to ration with money 
   * Public rations in some additional ways 
  vi. Scarcity determines the cost.  The types of costs and consumer behavior is affected by the rationing 
   method. 
   * If the rationing method is money, the costs will be _______ and the behavior will be ________. 
   * If the rationing method is first come, the costs will be _____ and the behavior will be _______. 
   * If the rationing method is poverty… 
   * If the rationing method is favoritism… 
   * If the rationing method is lottery… 
   * Equal division, sad stories, raw power, performance, etc. 
 c. Government is not an “it”.  “The government does not make decisions, individuals do. 
 d. The government is not a deus ex machina,  
 
3. Coercion vs. Cooperation 
 a. The government has the power to coerce – taxes, draft, regulations, etc. 
 b. Generally the private sector secures cooperation with persuasion. 
 c. Positive sum interactions vs. Ø sum interactions 
 d. Sometimes coercion expands our options and makes us better off – traffic rules. 
 e. Cooperation is the primary coordinating mechanism I the economy, so do we need government? 
 f. Could we provide all the necessary goods without coercion? 
 g. Which goods does the government provide, only “basic necessities” like police protection?  No, food is 
  a more “basic necessity”. 
 h. The answer?  
  i. Food (and other private goods) can be provided only to those who pay for it and denied to those 
  ii. Police and fire protection (and other things), it is not possible to exclude those who do not pay.
  iii. There are POSITIVE EXTERNALITIES – definition, examples. 
 
4. The (Blood Sucking) Free Rider Problem 
 a. People who obtain the benefits of a good or service without paying any of the costs of providing them. 
 b. Free riders have no incentive to pay the costs of producing something, so there is   
  UNDERPRODUCTION, i.e., a misallocation of resources. 



 c. My house in beautiful Baja Tustin The calculations. 
 d. Transaction costs, underproduction, and a failure to cooperate. 
 e. For something to occur, it must be in the interest of some individual(s), not “everyone’s” interest. 
 f. My barracks in Korea, who would fire up the heater.  Everyone had an incentive to let someone else 
  do it. 
 
4. Government Action 
 a. Government action can reduce transaction costs, eliminate free riders, and solve the underproduction 
  problem. 
 b. Law and order, weights and measures, law enforcement and a judicial system – adjudicates uniformly 
  and fairly. 
 c. National defense – there are opportunities for free riders. 
 d. Income redistribution 
 e. Regulation of business:  FDA, FERPA, SEC, FAA, etc., etc., etc. 
 f. Is it possible to have overallocation with government action?  The bridge to nowhere and …. 
 
5. Does the Government Act in the Public Interest? 
 a. The issue of “the” government. 
 b. By what process is the public interest determined? 
  i. By individuals?  Do we all agree? 
  ii. Individuals – do they know other peoples’ preferences?  Are they unbiased?  Do they have their 
   own incentives? 
 c. Check the parking spaces at different organizations – Trader Joe’s vs. .IVC Saddleback 
 d. .The issue of “rational ignorance” 
  i. We compare MC and MB to determine how much additional info to get about anything. 
  ii. How much if the fate of the world hangs in the balance? 
  iii. How much if you are one of 50 million votes? 
 e. Representatives  
  i. Tend to have more info because their votes are more consequential. 
  ii. Are they unbiased?  Do they have their own incentives (like to get reelected?  Be reappointed?) 
  iii. Representatives tend to vote for the public interest when it is in their self interest. 
  iv. Representatives’ time horizons tend to be short – public employee pensions 
  v. Congress exempts itself from the majority of the requirements it imposes on others. 
  vi. Congress subsidizes projects that locals find “not worth it”.  Why?  (Bridges to nowhere.) 
 
6. Concentrated Benefits, Dispersed Costs 
 a. Tariffs 
 b. Sugar quotas 
 c. How does this happen? Concentrated benefits, dispersed costs.  This means: 
  i. Decisions tend to be dominated by special interests. 
  ii. Producers tend to have concentrated benefits, consumers tend to have dispersed costs. 
  iii. Every existing government activity creates its own special interest group that often has a veto on 
   any proposal to change or improve things. 
  iv. This tends to explain why in-kind transfers are used (they would help special interests), and not 
   direct money transfers (that can be spent on anything.)  Housing and food vouchers.  Ethanol. 
 
7. The Issue of Whose Incentives 
 a. The FDA, why do they over-test?  Even when the testing delays cost lives? 
 b. The people at the FDA are criticized when they let a bad drug be sold but not for the deaths caused by 
  the over-testing. 
 c. Should I study about good government or go bowling?  Dominant strategy?  Bowling. 
 d. HOW DO WE MAKE DECISIONS IN A VERY COMPLICATED, RISKY WORLD? 
 
Questions:  4, 5, 11, 12, 16, 17, 19. 


